The Artists
LYSE DZIJA http://www.lysedzija.com / lysedzija@comcast.net
I feel that landscape paintings are subject to a wide range of
interpretations, especially those that simply present the subject without
attaching a popular interpretation. The more time I spend in the
wilderness, the more I realize its subtle effects on feelings which evolve
with every visit, place, and season.
MARK HARRIS http://www.markyaleharris.com /
markyharris@artworkinternational.com
The purpose of my artwork is to invoke an awakening of the sensual. Stimulating
a perceptual, internal, and intellectual response for the viewer: a visual that
speaks to life's experiences! I have created an evolving body of work in alabaster,
marble, limestone, and bronze. Combining different elements, I bring forth a
duality in the sculptures that I create.
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JANET LARSEN hikerartist@gmail.com
In my paintings I strive to capture the beauty and peace of the natural world as I
have experienced it, as well as the feeling of awe and wonder I get when I am
immersed in nature. I get much of my inspiration from the long walks and hikes I
take both near my home in Loveland, Colorado, and hiking in other parts of the
world. I sometimes wonder if I am a painter who likes to hike, or a hiker who likes
to paint. Art, like life, is a journey, a road to discovery, so I continue learning as an
artist, seeking to improve the way I do art, and the way I see the world around me.
DAPHNA RUSSELL DaphnaRussellStudio@juno.com
When confronted with the choice to specialize in the arts, Daphna
Russell chose sculpture for which she had a special bent. Her subjects
are primarily animals, figures and liturgical works and are mostly
biomorphic and abstracted to their essence. Daphna is collected across
the US and Europe. She has art in public places as well as many private
galleries.

JOHN SCHMITZER http://schmitzerfineart.com / schmitzer7@comcast.net
I am a local Loveland painter and sculptor. I paint in oil on canvas and my subject
matter includes landscapes, cityscapes, figures, and wildlife. I paint in vivid
colors and prefer local scenes.
BARBARA STEWART barbnmonte@yahoo.com
I have been a resident and ardent supporter of the Loveland Public Library since
moving to Colorado in 1975. I would be honored to have my artwork displayed in
the area of your well designed, beautiful Galleria
ELAINE VERDILL everdill6@gmail.com
The photographs submitted by Elaine Verdill were taken in Northern Colorado.
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Found Feathers on Leaf X
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Approaching Storm Near Gunnison
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Autumn at Bobcat Ridge
$575.00
Pastel
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Berthoud Barn
$400.00
Oil on Canvas

Cupcake
$5750.00
Bronze
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Johnny Looking Cloud
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Bronze
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Jimi Jean
$1000.00
Bronze

Decorated Veteran
$1650.00
Bronze
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Evening Sky
$500.00
Oil on Canvas

Santa Elena Canyon
$460.00
Pastel
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He Rode A Dark Horse
$7500.00
Bronze

Bison, Monolith
$7500.00
Bronze

Visit LovelandPublicLibrary.ORG/AIG to submit or purchase art

